#14 Florida 4, #19 South Carolina 3

**Singles competition**
1. #8 Rachel Gailis (UF) def. #16 Sarah Hamner (SC) 6-4, 4-6, 6-1
2. #9 Ayana Akli (SC) def. #71 Sara Dahlstrom (UF) 7-5, 7-5
3. #68 Carly Briggs (UF) def. Shahar Biran (SC) 7-5, 6-0
4. Elise Mills (SC) def. Alicia Dudeney (UF) 6-4, 6-4
5. #111 Qavia Lopez (UF) def. Olympe Lancelot (SC) 6-3, 4-6, 6-3
6. Misa Malkin (SC) def. Bente Spee (UF) 7-6 (12-10), 6-4

**Doubles competition**
1. #50 Alicia Dudeney/Malwina Rowinska (UF) vs. #22 Sarah Hamner/Ayana Akli (SC) 2-5, unfinished
2. Carly Briggs/Qavia Lopez (UF) def. Elise Mills/Shahar Biran (SC) 6-2
3. Rachel Gailis/Bente Spee (UF) def. Olympe Lancelot/Misa Malkin (SC) 6-1

**Match Notes:**
South Carolina 17-7 (8-5 SEC); National ranking #19
Florida 16-7 (11-2 SEC); National ranking #14
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (3,4,2,1,6,5)
SEC Women's Tournament Match 7
#3 Florida vs. #6 South Carolina
T-2:52 A-129